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Agenda

1. Overview of RDA outputs
• Purpose and Impact

• Implementation within stages of the research 
data lifecycle

2. Highlight selected adoption stories



Enhancing the findability and 
intelligibility of outputs

How do communities learn of, find, and 
understand the RDA outputs?

• Existing barriers
• Needs of practical support



Making outputs easier to use

• Education and training

• Webinars

• Community focused adoption portfolios
• Executive summaries and briefs

• Sharing Technical (code) and Social (community & 
communication) resources



Supporting adoption stories and 
impact.

• Poll

• Connecting Working Groups and Adopters

• Sharing lessons learned



Overview of RDA

• Introduction to RDA’s Mission and Vision

• How does RDA work?

• Who is RDA?

• Review of FAIR principles and the Research Data Lifecycle



RDA Mission

RDA builds the 
social and technical bridges that enable 

open sharing of data.

WWW.RD-ALLIANCE.ORG - @RESDATALL
CC BY-SA 4.0



➢Preservation and stewardship

➢Improving usefulness of data

➢Data sharing culture

➢Education and training

➢Data security, legal 
interoperability, and compliance

➢Data discovery

➢Provenance, reuse, and 
interconnection

➢Issues of scale

➢Governing and maintaining 
infrastructure

➢Data access and 
interoperability

Bridging Social and 
Technical



RDA Vision

Researchers and innovators
openly share data

across technologies, disciplines,
and countries to address

the grand challenges of society. 
WWW.RD-ALLIANCE.ORG - @RESDATALL

CC BY-SA 4.0



FAIR workflows are not 
solely the responsibility of 

individual researchers.

We all have a role to play



How does RDA Work?





RDA Process Example: 
Citing Evolving Data



Who are we?





What is the problem?



Data is not an asset if you...
◦ Can’t find it

◦ Can’t access it

◦ Can’t understand it

◦ Have it in the wrong form 

◦ Don’t preserve it 
WWW.RD-ALLIANCE.ORG - @RESDATALL

CC BY-SA 4.0
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FAIR Publications

FAIR Workflows



Scientific Publication



Scientific Workflow







Image gathered from Ball, Alexander. "Review of data management lifecycle models." (2012).



FAIR workflows are not 
solely the responsibility of 

individual researchers.

We all have a role to play





Data 
Management



11 Available Translations: https://rd-alliance.org/group/libraries-research-data-ig/outcomes/23-things-libraries-research-
data-supporting-output



DMP Common Standards

Problem: Data management plans are currently static objects which cannot 

evolve throughout the course of a research data lifecycle.

Goal: Develop best practices and tools for non-static, machine-readable data 

management plans which can evolve throughout the research data lifecycle, 

as well as be machine-readable by collaborators and stored with the data



Collecting
Data



Many levels 
of entry!

Let RDA work 
for you!
Start where 
you are 
comfortable 
and grow 
from there.

Eleven Quick Tips for Finding Research Data



Dynamic Data Citation

Problem: There are no standards or best practices for citing dynamic 

big data growing in volume, velocity, or variability.

Goal: devise a simple, scalable mechanism that allows the precise, 

machine-actionable identification of arbitrary sub selections of data at 

a given point in time irrespective of any subsequent addition, deletion 

or modification.



Dynamic Data Citation
» Data Versioning: For retrieving earlier states of datasets the data 

needs to be versioned. Markers shall indicate inserts, updates, and 

deletes of data in the database.

» Data Timestamping: Ensure that operations on data are time-

stamped, i.e. any additions, deletions are marked with a timestamp.

» Data Identification: The data used shall be identified via a PID 

pointing to a time-stamped query, resolving to a landing page



Scalable Dynamic Data Citation

RDA Data Citation WG: https://rd-alliance.org/groups/data-citation-wg.html
RDA WG Case Statement: https://www.rd-alliance.org/filedepot?fid=102
Executive Summary of Output: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SUer28B30Gg4yNNHfmztRawP7zLJqmx2IpEZSceeBMs/edit?usp=
sharing

https://rd-alliance.org/groups/data-citation-wg.html
https://www.rd-alliance.org/filedepot?fid=102
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SUer28B30Gg4yNNHfmztRawP7zLJqmx2IpEZSceeBMs/edit?usp=sharing


Reproducible Workflows for Data Services Centers

Data Request Data Curation Data Sharing



Health Data WG





Linking and describing cohort collection files



Mapping Ontologies, Vocabularies, and Standards



Describe
Data



Metadata Standards Directory

● Problem:  To fully understand the content within datasets, researchers need 

metadata that clearly describes, explains, and associates the dataset with 

various other entities. 

● Goal: A collaborative, open directory of metadata standards applicable to 

scientific data

○ Prototype: http://rd-alliance.github.io/metadata-directory/

http://rd-alliance.github.io/metadata-directory/




Metadata Standards Directory: Impact

● Learn about the various metadata standards applicable to your 

research.

● Learn about controlled vocabularies used by research communities 

and understand the elements that comprise these standards and 

vocabularies.

● Map between elements when combining data from different sources.



Data Type Registries (DTR) 1&2

Problem: Without knowing a type of 
data one is receiving, it is difficult to 
know how to analyze, store, or in 
other ways fit the received data within 
a data-centric workflow

Solution: DTR built a federated registry 
of defined data types to support 
automatically identifying a data’s type 
and the associated sources and 
platforms which generate the defined 
types of data.
http://dx.doi.org/10.15497/A5BCD108-ECC4-41BE-91A7-20112FF77458



Array Database Assessment

Goald: Define domain-neutral and domain-specific best practices for assessing data 
quality, repository infrastructure, and protocols for the collection, storage, description, 
and maintenance of array data. dx.doi.org/10.15497/RDA00024



WG RDA/TDWG Metadata Standards for 
attribution of physical and digital collections 
stewardship

Problem: Creating standards 
for giving attribution for the 
maintenance, curation, and 
digitization of physical and 
digital objects with a special 
emphasis on biodiversity 
collections. 

Solution: Developed attribution 
metadata schema based upon 
use cases from multiple 
domains.



Rice & Rice Data Interoperability WG

● Define international metadata and ontology standards for interoperable wheat 

and rice data.

● Train researchers, publishers, and repositories in its use.

● Develop a interface portal for exploring the applicability of metadata and 

ontologies for physical and digital objects.

● Increase interoperability, discovery, and reuse of available wheat and rice 

data.



39 Hints to Facilitate 
the Use of Semantics 
for Data on 
Agriculture and 
Nutrition





Brokering Governance
Describe, develop, test, and implement a Brokering Framework that allows publication, discovery, 

and invocation of brokering and mediation components in a standardised manner.



Identify, Store, 
Preserve & Link



Data Foundation & Terminology: 
Basic Vocabulary of Foundational 
Terminology Query Tool
Problem: There is no common core data model when organizing data to ensure accessibility and 

reusability.

Goal: Conducted interviews with 120 data experts and conducted a gap analysis comparing 21 data 

models

Solution: 5 global reports and defined a common core model for organizing data defining core terms 

to support harmonization of terminology, including PID, Digital Object, Metadata Repository, and 

Bitstream.



Data Foundation Terminology Model

dx.doi.org/10.15497/06825049-8CA4-40BD-BCAF-DE9F0EA2FADF

http://dx.doi.org/10.15497/06825049-8CA4-40BD-BCAF-DE9F0EA2FADF


DFT

dx.doi.org/10.15497/06825049-8CA4-40BD-BCAF-DE9F0EA2FADF

http://dx.doi.org/10.15497/06825049-8CA4-40BD-BCAF-DE9F0EA2FADF


PID Information Type Registry
Problem: Defining standard core PID information types to enable 

simplified verification of data identity and integrity

Goal: Identify the essential types of information associated with 

persistent identifiers and register all types of persistent identifiers

Solution: Developed a conceptual model of PID types and implemented 

the model within an API and searchable interface.

Impact: Efficiently verify, find, access, and reuse PID related information



PID Kernel Information 
Problem: Existing middleware is currently 

insufficient for linking multiple PID types, 

consistently growing in volume and complexity.

Goal: Inject a tiny amount of carefully selected 

metadata into a Persistent ID (PID) record.

Impact: Stimulate development of an entire 

ecosystem of third party services that can process 

the billions of expected PIDs and do so with more 

information at hand about an object (no need for 

costly link following) than just a unique ID.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EdS5OCoEWd4
VY0HNLHkhzdQojsRgc3P8aWXYQKTqs8M/edit



Robust Persistent Identifiers Project (RPID)

Project lead by Indiana University to implement 
PID kernel information, DTR, and a number of 
additional PID oriented recommendations and 
outputs.

Aim: Build a testbed for linking PID types with 
data objects

Why? 

● Persistent object discovery
● Persistent linking of related data objects
● PID type interoperability
● Linking scientific communities and 

stakeholders

“The current landscape is limited by multiple [PID] solutions with weak interoperability, and 
inconsistent protocols”

https://rpidproject.github.io/rpid/#rpid-project



Disseminate, 
Share, & Find



Data Description Registry Interoperability
(DDRI)

● Problem: More repositories with more data, yet often siloed and non-

interoperable

● Goal: Interoperability model for cross-platform discovery by connecting datasets 

together on the basis of co-authorship or other collaboration models such as 

joint funding and grants

● Solution: Compiles enabling infrastructures based on existing open protocols and 

standards with a flexible and extensible approach that allows registries to opt-in 

and enables any third-party to create particular global views of research data.



RDA/WDS Publishing Data Services
● Problem: There is no standard service for linking publications, research data, and associated 

metadata and materials. 

● Goal: Move from a plethora of (mostly) bilateral arrangements to a one-for-all service model 

infrastructure for the research data publication landscape.

http://dx.doi.org/10.15497/RDA00002



Open source metadata schema adapted widely by large national and international repositories including 
Europe PMC, Dryad, and Scopus, as well as providing linkage through CrossRef, OpenAIRE, and DataCite

RDA/WDS Publishing Data Services WG Output: http://hdl.handle.net/11304/327e42da-5eb9-4f3d-9e78-5d1301843320
The Scholix Initiative: www.scholix.org
DLI aggregation and query service fed by Scholix: https://dliservice-prototype-dli.d4science.org/#/

http://hdl.handle.net/11304/327e42da-5eb9-4f3d-9e78-5d1301843320
http://www.scholix.org
https://dliservice-prototype-dli.d4science.org/


Practical Policy
Machine Actionable Policy Templates for Trusted Research Repositories

● enforce management

● automate administrative tasks

● validate assessment criteria

● automate scientific analyses

● Ensure policy transparency, 

discoverability, and shareability

Full Recommendation: 
http://dx.doi.org/10.15497/83E1B3F9-7E17-
484A-A466-B3E5775121CC



Repository Audit and Certification / DSA–WDS 
Partnership
● Problem: Certification is fundamental in guaranteeing the trustworthiness of digital 

repositories, and thus in sustaining the opportunities for long-term data sharing and 

corresponding services.

● Goal: Develop a common framework for certification and a service of trusted 

data repositories which harmonizes the efforts of long-trusted standards within the 

Data Seal of Approval (DSA), the International Science Council (ICSU), World Data 

Services (WDS), and associated International Organization of Standards (ISO) 

standards 

● Solution: Developed Coretrust Seal catalog of common requirements for repository 

certification, including governance of licenses, ethics, organizational infrastructure, 

and continuity of access.





CODATA-RDA Legal Interoperability of 
Research Data

Full Recommendation: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.162241

One. Facilitate the lawful access to and reuse of research data.

Two. Determine the rights to and responsibilities for the data.

Three. Balance the legal interests.

Four. State the rights transparently and clearly.

Five. Promote the harmonization of rights in research data.

Six. Provide proper attribution and credit for research data.

https://exchange.rpi.edu/owa/redir.aspx?C=iB8I5qdZd3UY9GGy_wgcPiXM6ZGwhX_hNMBJOTILEMuXoaKSZQPWCA..&URL=https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.162241


Draft of framework: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DTAfOKkE1a2n2f_1hGcrXlrw-5Tq_AL5tk-ju8B82_E/edit

Journal and publisher research data policy 
master framework

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DTAfOKkE1a2n2f_1hGcrXlrw-5Tq_AL5tk-ju8B82_E/edit


RDA/WDS Publishing Data Workflows
Workflows for Research Data Publishing: Models and Key Components

Full Recommendation Package: http://dx.doi.org/10.15497/RDA00004





Engaging Social Stakeholders

American Geophysical Union is convening a partnership in 
the Earth and space science community to develop the 
standards to connect researchers, publishers, and data 
repositories in implementing multiple RDA outputs and 
recommendations.
Stall, S., E. Robinson, L. Wyborn, L. R. Yarmey, M. A. Parsons, K. Lehnert, J. Cutcher-Gershenfeld, B. Nosek, 
and B. Hanson (2017), Enabling FAIR data across the Earth and space sciences, Eos, 98, 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2017EO088425. Published on 08 December 2017



CODATA & RDA Additional Early Career 
Professional Opportunities

https://www.rd-alliance.org/get-involved/studentearly-career-programms

● Student Fellowships
● Webinars and Lectures
● Early Career Professional IG
● Networking

Funding for Plenary Attendance!!
https://www.rd-alliance.org/get-involved/studentearly-career-programms

https://www.rd-alliance.org/get-involved/studentearly-career-programms
https://www.rd-alliance.org/get-involved/studentearly-career-programms


CODATA/RDA Data Science Summer Schools
&

Education and Training on Handling of Research 
Data IG



Dynamic 
Data 
Citation

Active Data 
Management 
Plans

Data 
Sharing 
Workflows

Develop & 
Explore 
Vocabularies

Reproducibility

PID 
management

Scholix

Repository 
Trust

Repository 
Interoperability

Publisher
Commitments

Scientific 
Community 
Engagement



CHECKING IN???



Output Poll – 1 – Outputs of interest

https://app.sli.do/event/gvyv1ff7
Code: # D847

https://app.sli.do/event/gvyv1ff7


Pillars of Adoption Support

AIMS

Enhancing the findability and 
intelligibility of outputs

Supporting adoption through 
education and training

Monitoring adoption stories and 
impact.

ACTIVITIES

BOF - RDA Adoption: Enhanced 
Dissemination of Adoption Stories

BOF - RDA Adoption-Making RDA Outputs 
and Recommendations Easier to Adopt

Adoption Webinars and Trainings

http://bit.ly/2OCK99z

WWW.RD-ALLIANCE.ORG
@RESDATALLrd-alliance.org/about-rda

CC BY-SA 4.0

https://rd-alliance.org/bof-rda-adoption-enhanced-dissemination-adoption-stories-rda-13th-plenary-meeting
https://rd-alliance.org/bof-rda-adoption-making-rda-outputs-and-recommendations-easier-adopt-rda-13th-plenary-meeting
http://bit.ly/2OCK99z




Outputs, Adoption, and Impact

● Connecting Working Groups and Adopters for 
testing, validation, and feedback

● Packaging adoption stories for wider public 
awareness?

● Sharing Lessons Learned
● What other information would you like?



www.rd-alliance.org - @resdatall

From Adoption Use-Case to 
Adoption Story told

Collect
• Identification

Adoption Use-
Case

• Liaising with 
adopter

• Webform
adoption stories

Process 
• 1st round editing
• Review RDA 

Secretariat
• 2nd round editing & 

aligning with 
adopter

• Graphic design

Promote
• Publication 

Adoption story
• Publication news 

Item
• Promotion social 

media, 
presentations and 
newsletters



www.rd-alliance.org - @resdatall

Training, Webinars, and lessons learned



Outputs, Adoption, and Impact

Program-model for evaluating impact:
● Standardize metadata or metrics
● Adoption story and audio/video
● Collaboration and feedback to WG
● Sharing lessons learned
● Coordination on a global and regional level
● Webinars?



Output Poll – 2 - Webinars

https://app.sli.do/event/gvyv1ff7
Code: # D847

https://app.sli.do/event/gvyv1ff7


Break time!

BUT FIRST!!!!



Adoption Poll

https://www.rd-alliance.org/rda-
outputs-adoption-poll

https://www.rd-alliance.org/rda-outputs-adoption-poll


Supporting Adoption

● What other information would be helpful in:
○ Discovering and re-using outputs across 

working groups
● Review current output materials: e.g. website, 

cards, and two-pagers
● Would these be helpful to support easily and 

quickly understanding an output?



How can RDA serve you?

● What needs do you feel are underserved or 
unserved in your own work?

● In addition to presenting, networking, and 
collaborating, what else would you like to see a 
space for in RDA?

● How can we better involve you?



Output Executive Summaries

● Scalable Dynamic Data Citation

● Legal Interoperability of Research Data

● RDA/CODATA Data Science Summer 

Schools

● Early Career Professionals Program

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xiwtO6PV5uCEKTRKfJyAJjO612cvT8MdqRsf1PWGTD0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Qtj9jsgilUf05QLuC2CUj27MpFhvODieWfugRTHSMQQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cI84UpP-BYHu5UsF3AS0ZB-bwAH9-2StW2WBgttqieA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v_5DqvBzMJbJ46FGXjeJW3aDqIX8xa-PGQXXLidMimg/edit?usp=sharing




Adoption Poll

https://www.rd-alliance.org/rda-
outputs-adoption-poll

https://www.rd-alliance.org/rda-outputs-adoption-poll


What has been or would be your main source of 
information about RDA recommendations or 
outputs?

● RDA website
● Plenary WG / IG sessions or adoption sessions
● Dissemination materials: cards, adoption stories, 

posters etc
● RDA Secretariat, TAB, OAB or Council
● RDA WG / IG chairs
● Other



What has been or could be the most significant 
challenge to adopting RDA recommendations or 
outputs?

● Limited information
● Organisational buy-in
● Implementation costs
● Resistance to change
● Technical resources and support
● Other



What would help you to better understand and 
adopt RDA recommendations or outputs?

● Improved visibility on RDA website
● More adoption stories
● Webinars about adoption
● Contact with the group chairs
● Contact with other adopters
● Other



Output Poll – 3 – Wrapping up

https://app.sli.do/event/gvyv1ff7
Code: # D847

https://app.sli.do/event/gvyv1ff7


Project-specific Implementation!?

Do you have a project for which you would like to involve an 
RDA recommendation, output, or group?

Let’s chat!
Anthony Juehne
juehna@rpi.edu
https://www.rd-alliance.org/recommendations-and-outputs/all-recommendations-and-outputs

mailto:juehna@rpi.edu
https://www.rd-alliance.org/recommendations-and-outputs/all-recommendations-and-outputs


https://www.rd-alliance.org/get-involved/individual-
membership.html

● Click “Join Our Community Today” Button

https://www.rd-alliance.org/get-involved/individual-membership.html

